
EXERCISES MATH 202B - Seventh Assignment1. Let A be a semisimple algebra over C with A = ��A� the deomposition into a diretsum of simple algebras. Let V = L� V m�� be the deomposition of V into a diretsum of simple A-modules. Moreover, let e� be a minimal idempotent in A�. Showthat m� = TrV (�(e�)), where �(e�) is the linear map via whih e� ats on V , andTrV is the usual trae on End(V ). (In future, we may just write TrV (e�) instead ofTrV (�(e�)).2. Fix a Young tableau t of shape �. Let M� = CSnpt be the representation induedfrom the trivial representation of the row stablizer Pt of t, and let S� = CSnqtpt.Moreover, let M� = ��(S�)K�� be a deomposition of M� into a diret sum ofsimple Sn-modules.(a) Show that K�� = 1 and K�� 6= 0 only if �1 + ::: + �i � �1 + ::: + �i fori = 1; 2; ::: n. (Hint: By a previous homework problem, qsps is an idempotent up toa multiple, for any tableau s).(b) Calulate all K�� for � = [2; 1; 1℄ and for � = [2; 2℄.3. Show that all simple haraters of Sn are integer valued, for all n 2 N.4. Let � 2 ZN+o with j�j = P�i = n, where Z+o denotes the nonnegative integers.Moreover, let V be an N -dimensional vetor spae with basis fv1; v2; ::: vNg. De�nethe vetor v� = v
�11 
 ::: 
 v
�NN ;where v
mi = vi 
 ::: 
 vi (m fators). Let, as usual, the symmetri group Sn at onV 
n via permuting the fators of V 
n. Let V � be the Sn-module generated by v�.(a) What is the deomposition of V � into simple Sn-modules? (You may use quantitiesde�ned here without having to expliitly alulate them).(b) If e� is a minimal idempotent in (CSn)�, and d = diag(x1; :::; xN ) is the diagonalmatrix as in the last homework, alulate the trae of dje�V 
n in terms of quantitiesde�ned above.() Calulate the result expliitly for � = [2; 1; 1℄ and N = 3.


